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economic resource 
to tap

We lag far behind other developed markets---US and Europe
600K new jobs, £42bn added to the economy if UK achieves parity with the US

High growth businesses, drive GDP and employment 

Sobering statements on root causes:
We are not ambitious (growth)
We are risk averse and lack confidence
We do not understand finance. . .and are reluctant to use external funding
There is no evidence of gender bias in funding
Not enough of us study math, engineering or computer science
create all of the growth 
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It is time to stop the stereotyping and generalities
Entrepreneurs are NOT a homogenous group

Many types---subsistence, transformational, social
90% new businesses=subsistence.  This becomes the lowest common denominator for policy and debate

We are tarring the entire female population with generalities that are at best unhelpful and at worst dangerous
Does not empower women
Runs risk that we are marginalising them, playing to engrained male perceptions

Four imperatives for the UK to move into the Premier league with the US and Europe: 
1) Stop talking about women entrepreneurs as a gender--one size does not fit all.  In trying to serve all, we are 
helping few to none
2) Be much clearer about what objectives policy is trying to accomplish and how we best enable different  types of 
entrepreneurs to achieve these objectives e.g. employment, GDP growth, an alternative to unemployment
3) Stop using headline grabbing numbers and start getting down to proper metrics benchmarks, to gauge progress

growth, sustainable businesses and the people/teams  most likely to do so regardless of gender
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More insight into different types of women entrepreneurs is critical . . .well recognised data gaps



To move us from stereotypes to insight into different types of 
women entrepreneurs, we conducted research

30 entrepreneurs, angel investors, and professors of entrepreneurship at leading graduate MBA 

The sample:

Different stages from early stage external funding (but past proof of concept), 12+ years in 
operation, to businesses sold off, floated on stock exchanges
Variety of industry sectors---high tech, information services, healthcare, consulting, food, fashion,
All using external funding---
Majority diverse---equal mix of female:male co-founders; some female led but with mixed Board
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Our sample: experience, innovation, ambition=high likelihood of ROI, growth, job creation



Characteristics---entrepreneurial genome not dependent on a Y 
chromosome. . .
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Entrepreneurial attributes not gender dependent 

Thinking big.  Disruptive, innovative businesses with focus on scaleability, wide geographic footprint

Passion, focus, unwavering belief in what they are doing, optimism that there are no problems, only challenges 
that need creative solutions

Majority credit experiences, influences in childhood for their decisions to be entrepreneurs
Parents confidence, emphasis on education, role models, resourcefulness that comes from adversity

Well-prepared.  Education,  Work experience,  More education.  Other businesses. Mentors.  Advisors.

Highly financially literate highly considered approach to funding informed by long-term view

They build excellent, diverse teams, boards, advisor networks.    It is about the best person for the job.  
Consensus that male & female perspectives essential for strong businesses. 
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. . .Interviewees refute the stereotypes of women entrepreneurs. . .
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Differences, not weaknesses

NOT risk averse. . .but take a more considered approach to it.  
Fact based, require evidence.  Want to validate their instincts
Have more acute sense of being ultimate provider for their children (pledging homes, personal guarantees)

More thorough, more analytical, more fact based. . .businesses cases more grounded, realistic, and trust-
worthy.  More mindful of creating products propositions that really work

--- -optimistic, less likely to be grounded in 
evidence.  

Significant purchasing power here and scaleable businesses
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. . .but there are clearly challenges. . .
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Not a level playing field

Funding
everyone.  Banks problematic

Virtually no women in VC/PE---always pitching to a room full of men
Networks challenges of tapping into them, being taken seriously, inc. experienced senior women seeking 
to shift from industry to entrepreneurship

The phenomenon of two jobs---responsibility of caring for children, home falls disproportionately on women

alternatives for managing home life (for women to lean in at work, men need to lean in at home)
Fear: children, high growth entrepreneurship not compatible (need real role models)

men unlikely to say same thing?

-
businesses scale up. . .or child/family challenges, educational deficits that shrink pool of women entrepreneurs
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The majority of start-ups are subsistence. . .do not contribute to 
employment or GDP growth

< ½ % of subsistence entrepreneurs make the transition to high growth businesses (intent, DNA, background)
Typical revenue aspiration is £100K

The majority will not exist in 3-4 years (churn)
High concentration of service industries little scope for differentiation, very low barriers to entry

The majority employ only 1-2 people (job creation)
Too small to be scaleable or sustainable

Level of funding from programmes---£5K-£10K not enough to make any difference in growing the business and is 
typically used to pay off debt

entrepreneurship as a last resort
Clear implications: lack of prior experience, lack training & education 
Incidence is 2.5x for women than for men
Women typically cite becoming self employed as a means to balance the need to work with the need to care for 
family 
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Scarce resources.  Value creation? 



Neither type of female entrepreneur is well served. . .how to 
achieve a real power shift?  
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Subsistence entrepreneurship does not empower 
women

Capital better deployed in education, formal skills 
training, and employment 

It will not drive GDP growth and employment

divide of vision, ambition, risk appetite, 
experience

But it can serve many other purposes e.g. 
alternative to poverty, on-ramping and off ramping for 
women who need to care for families

Need to be much more precision about types of types 
of women, intent, and objectives 

We need to start building capabilities at far earlier 
stages it starts at school 

Subsistence Transformational

These women are out there and are funding, building, 
growing, advising businesses

a very different group from those of us setting up major 

Gender diversity: we need to encourage diverse 
businesses, not perpetuate historic male gender bias

Diversity/balance not just for the boardroom---

Capital allocation to where highest returns are likely---
experience, existing businesses scaleing up

Child, family care=elephant in the room.  Limit to the 
funnel of women business owners

2x male:female entrepreneur gap



Parting thoughts (cheat sheet)

We need to raise our game and start having a more precise dialogue when we talk about women
What are we trying to accomplish and why? GDP growth?  On/off ramps.  Social benefit. Re-skilling.  
Alternatives to unemployment. 
What are the different groups of women we are trying to empower and how do we deploy resources human 
and financial capital against these groups and for what return?
What metrics should we use?  For which groups?  Tracking real impact. 

We need to be honest
Subsistence entrepreneurship does not empower women and does not create stable platform for women to 
achieve step change in income and ability to contribute (socially, to the family, and economically)
Child/family care is the elephant in the room.  Women will continue to lag men in business start-ups as long as 
they are forced to do two jobs while men only do one.  For women to lean in at work, men need to lean in on 
the home front

We need stop generalising about women and raise our game entrepreneurs are hetergenous, women make it 
more so---better segmentation and insight so that we can align policy get the optimal level of support to different 
groups

We want all types of entrepreneurs to be successful 

We need to move beyond gender---e.g. women owned businesses, women start ups
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